Whitelabel Platform
Spec Sheet
‘Own’ Your Customers.
Customized
v
Interface. Full Account Authority.
Pod’s Whitelabel Platform is
the ultimate tool to pass on
the benefits of our flexible
connectivity and centralized
platform to your customers.
Create a fully customized
interface for your customers,
branded with your corporate
identity, built on your URL,
and incorporated with your
existing platform should you
wish it. Our platforms also
give you access to our API,
enabling you to build apps
linked to our platform on top
of your current services.

Manage your entire SIM base,
including those assigned to
customers, from your Admin
Dashboard, create User
accounts to delegate finance
or support tasks, get billing
reports for your customers
and your own costs, and
manage sub-accounts with all
the functionality of our
FreedoM-2-Manage platform.
With Pod’s Whitelabel
Platform you can truly ‘own’
the customer from end to
end, providing connectivity
and management software as
part of your own solution.

Customer Benefits

Fully customize your customers’ interface, brand it with
your corporate identity, URL and pricing, and use our
API to add features to your existing platform.

Diagnose issues with all SIMs under you, including
your customers’, access our Q&A knowledge base and
instant troubleshooting, and pass the support of Pod’s
IoT experts on to your customers using your own ‘sent
from’ support email.

Access comprehensive Analytics modules covering a
wide range of criteria, and, in future releases, design
your own graphs and tables and assign custom-built
modules to specific customers.

Offer connectivity as part of your solution, generate
billing reports and offer your own Subscription
packages, to ‘own’ the customer from manufacturing
to account management.
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Own the Customer
by offering connectivity alongside your application, and
providing a fully branded, customizable platform to
consolidate your solution.

Intuitive Interface
to give you and your customers the most control, in the simplest
way possible. Grant predefined access to User roles such as
Support, Finance, Read-Only and Admin, and in future releases
control your users’ permissions as well.

Experienced Support
from Pod, branded as your own. Get 24/7 specialist support
for your issues, and set a ‘sent from’ email to receive your
customers’ support tickets yourself.

Get Billing Reports
for you and your customers, which can be passed on under your
branding, for a complete user experience for everyone involved.
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Not what you were looking for?
FreedoM-2-Manage, our SIM and account management platform,
gives you an all-encompassing insight into your SIMs, including the recently
added Analytics and Diagnostics modules. The mobile app, F2M Alerts, is a
compact version of FreedoM-2-Manage that enables you to control
your SIM base on the go.

UK: +44 (0)1223 850 900
www.podm2m.com
sales@podgroup.com

Spain: +34 954 050 200
USA: +1 415 7070 500
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